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TGANs with Machine Learning Models in
Automobile Insurance Fraud Detection and
Comparative Study with Other Data Imbalance
Techniques
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Abstract: A data-driven Fraud detection model for insurance
business can be seen as a two-phase method. Phase I is
data-preprocessing of a given dataset, in which, handling class
imbalance is a major challenge. Phase II is that of classification
using Machine Learning models. It is important to comprehend if
there is any influence of the technique used in Phase I on the
efficiency of the model used for Phase II. A natural query that
intrigues one is whether there is a golden combination of a
technique in Phase I and a specific model in Phase II for assured
best performance of a Fraud Detection Model.In this work, we
study a few techniques for handling data imbalance issue namely,
SMOTE, MWMOTE, ADASYN and TGAN in combination with
various classifier models like Random Forest (RF), Decision
Trees (DT), Support Vector Machines (SVM), LightGBM,
XGBoost and Gradient Boosting Machines (GBM). The study is
conducted on a dataset for motor vehicle insurance fraud
detection.We present a comparison of various combinations of
data imbalance technique and classifier models. It is observed that
the combination of TGAN in Phase I and GBM in Phase II gives
the best performance. This combination performs best in terms of
important metrics such as false positive rate, precision and
specificity. We obtained the lowest false positive rate of 0.0011 and
precision of 0.9988 which minimizes the most critical risk for the
insurance company of falsely classifying a non-fraud claim as a
fraud. Finally, the specificity of 0.9989 indicates that the model
was also very good at predicting the non-fraudulent claim.
Keywords: Fraud Detection, Data Imbalance Techniques,
Insurance Fraud, Machine Learning, Synthetic Data Generation,
Class Imbalance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fraud detection is an important problem and is taking
priority in an insurance organization. According to the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the total fraud in non-health
insurance is estimated to be around $40 Billion every year [1].
The Coalition Against Insurance Fraud (CAIF) report states
that about $6 Billion is lost every year towards workers’
compensation insurance fraud [2]. According to the study
done by the Insurance Research Council (IRC), 15% to 17%
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of the total claims paid for automobile insurance (third-party)
is fraudulent [3]. The study also estimated that around $7.7
Billion was added to auto insurance claims payment in the
year 2012 compared to $5.8 Billion in 2002 [4]. These figures
indicate that this is a major problem for any insurance
business. They act as a major deterrent towards the growth.
This is not a problem which is overlooked by any insurer.
However, despite whatever measure they take to tackle fraud,
fraudsters find a way. There are various antifraud measures
that insurers’ have. Most of them have SIUs (Special
Investigation Units) which helps them to identify and
investigate suspicious claims. According, to CAIF about 80%
of the insurers had SUIs by 2001. They comprise of a small
team who are trained to look for a routine type of fraud cases.
This is a time taking process and a more complex fraud would
go undetected in majority of the cases. However, in recent
times with the advent of latest data science tools and
techniques, insurers are finding ways to incorporate them into
their existing processes. The traditional approach of detecting
fraud using business rules are being augmented by data
science tools and techniques. One major problem that is faced
in building a fraud detection model for insurance is the data
imbalance [5]. Lesser fraudulent data inhibits the model from
getting trained better therefore the predictions are skewed
towards the non-fraudulent claims. The model becomes very
bad at predicting fraudulent claims, which is undesirable. In
this work, we are have implemented tabular generative
adversarial network based oversampling with machine
learning models in automobile insurance fraud detection and
performed a comparative study with various other machine
learning models. The diagrammatic representation of the
proposed model for fraud detection is shown in Figure 1.The
work is divided into seven sections. Section 2 contains the
literature survey. Section 3 explains the methodology adopted
for this work. Section 4 covers the architecture of the TGANs
model. Section 5 presents various performance metrics that
are used to evaluate the model along with the business
interpretation. Section 6 details the results obtained in the
work. Section 7 contains the conclusion. Section 8 talks about
future work. The work ends with appendix, acknowledgement
and references.
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Figure 1 - Fraud detection model

insurance claims [18]. Gupta RY et. al. have used SMOTE for
oversampling the fraud cases [19], [20]. Recently, several
GAN models have been developed to handle tabular data.
RGAN and RCGAN [21], [22] can generate real-valued
time-series data. medGAN [23], corrGAN [24] and several
improved models [25]–[29] can generate discrete medical
records but do not tackle the complexity in generating
multimodal continuous variables. ehrGAN [30] generates
augmented medical records but doesn’t explicitly generate
synthetic data. The tableGAN [31] tries to solve the problem
of generating synthetic data for a tabular dataset which uses
convolutional neural networks. TGANs [32] is a variation to
this model which uses a recurrent neural network. In this
work, we are using TGANs for data oversampling with
machine learning models in automobile insurance fraud
detection.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

III. METHODOLOGY

This section contains various works that are present in the
area of automobile insurance fraud detection. Various
methods have been proposed by researchers.
Social Network Analysis (SNA) is one method on which
various works can be found. Bodaghi and Teimourpour, n.d.
[6] have proposed a new approach for fraud identification by
making use of structural aspects of the social network. They
use algorithms like DFS and BFS trees for cycle detection.
Šubelj, Furlan, and Bajec have proposed a novel algorithm,
Iterative Assessment Algorithm (IAA), which explores the
relation between entities. Garcia and Hugo Proença, n.d. have
proposed a variation of Subelj approach where they first
randomly generate data that represents realistic data. After
this, they apply the variation to the generated dataset. The
major contribution is the approach to generate automobile
data which can be used for social network analysis.
Other methods are used like random rough subspace-based
neural network ensemble method [7]. Multistage
methodology for insurance fraud detection committed by
providers and patients as proposed by Johnson and Nagarur
[8]. Zhao and Rousu have used clustering and generative
methods for anomaly detection for patient visit data [9].
Unsupervised spectral ranking for anomaly detection in
automobile insurance claims demonstrated by Nian et al. [10].
Verma, Taneja, and Arora have used rule-based pattern
mining in insurance dataset for fraud detection [11].
Synthetic data is useful for training machine learning model
as shown by Howe et.al. Generating such data tackles data
imbalance which is one major problem faced during insurance
fraud detection [12]. Sundarkumar, Ravi, and Siddeshwar
have used a one-class support vector machine for
undersampling the dataset [13]. Sundarkumar and Ravi
improved this undersampling by employing k-Reserve
Nearest Neighbourhood along with one-class support vector
machine [14]. Subudhi and Panigrahi [15], [16]have
demonstrated the use of ADASYN as class imbalance
handling techniques along with SVM as classifiers to be good
for an automobile insurance fraud detection. Itri et al. [17]
have used random forest with k-measure evaluation for fraud
detection in automobile insurance. Nikhil et. al. have used
MWMOTE as an oversampling technique for automobile

The proposed methodology for fraud detection model has
two major phases as shown in Figure 1.In phase I, data
pre-processing is performed. In this feature engineering,
handling missing values and data encoding is done. This
phase is critical as it ensures that data is ready for the model.
Once this is done the minority samples in the dataset is
oversampled, this ensures that there is enough fraudulent data
for the model to be trained on. The data is then split into train
and test. In phase II, the training data is used for building a
classification model. Once the model is built on the training
data, the performance of the model is tested using the test
dataset.
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A. Data Description
The dataset used in this work is an automobile insurance
dataset ―carclaims.txt‖, which is publically available and is
provided by Angoss Knowledge Seeker. The dataset has 32
features in a total of which 6 are ordinal, 25 are categorical
and finally class variable which contains the label – ―fraud‖ or
―not-fraud‖. It consists of 15,420 records of which only 6%
(923 records) are fraudulent, thereby making the dataset
highly imbalanced in nature.
B. Data Pre-processing
1) Feature Engineering
Three features in the dataset are engineered using the
available features. The first feature was accident date, which
was derived using four feature – ―Year‖, ―Month‖ (month in
which accident took place), ―Week of month‖ (accident week
of month) and ―Day of week‖ (accident day of week). The
second feature was claim reported date which was calculated
using ―Year‖, ―Month Claimed‖ (Claim month), ―Week of
month claimed‖ (Claim week of month), ―Day of week
claimed‖ (Claim day of the week). Finally, using accident
date and reported date a new feature called reporting delay
was calculated as the difference between reported date and
accident date. This allowed us to remove the dependent
feature, thereby reducing the total number of features.
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2) Handling Missing Value
After this, missing values were identified. There was only
one record out of 15,420 records which had few of the
features as missing, thus the record was deleted for the
experimental purposes.
3) Data Encoding
Finally, categorical features were one-hot encoded [33],
[34]. This was done to ensure that the data was ready for the
following phase. However, before one-hot encoding, some of
the features which had a very high number of categorical
variables were reduced by clubbing together some of the
variables into one. E.g. in the field ―vehicle price‖, all the
vehicles with the price 20,000 to 39,000 were put in one
category.
4) Handling Data Imbalance
To handle the data imbalance, four most common methods
were used – Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique
(SMOTE) [35], Majority Weighted Minority Oversampling
Technique (MWMOTE) [36], Adaptive synthetic sampling
approach for imbalanced learning (ADASYN) [15], [37] &
Tabular Generative Adversarial Networks (TGAN) [32],
[38], [39].
Using each of these methods, the fraud cases were generated
such that the final ratio of fraud to non-fraud was 50:50
(approx.). This is an important step in this model, as this
ensures that there is sufficient fraud data for the model to train
with. In the later section, we will see the drastic improvement
this phase bring in classification.
C. Classification model
After the data pre-processing phase, the data is divided into
train and test in the ratio of 70:30. The training data is used for
training the classifier. Finally, the efficacy of the classifier is
tested using the test dataset and various performance metrics
were compared.
In this work, we have used six classifiers – Decision Trees
(DT), Random Forests (RF), Support Vector Machine
(SVM), XGBoost, LightGBM and Gradient Boosting
Machine (GMB).
We have compared these classifiers to find the best model
for building a fraud detection model for automobile
insurance.
In the following section, we briefly describe the TGAN
architecture.

Figure 2 - GAN training network as depicted by Jonathan
Hui
Xu and Veeramachaneni have developed a general-purpose
GAN for generating tabular dataset, which they named it as
Tabular GAN (TGAN) [32]. Figure 3 represents the TGAN
architecture. The goal here is to develop a model G, such that
the samples generated from this model when used to generate
a machine learning model would produce similar accuracy as
would the model learned using a real dataset.
Data transformations: Consider a table T consisting of
n_c continuous variables and n_d categorical variables. Each
claims record in the data is represented by a row in the table
which is sampled independently. The data needs to undergo
several transformations to input into the model.
Preprocessing of input variables: The numerical variables
follows the multi-modal distribution. Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMM) are used to sample values from multi-modal
distribution. Thus, the transformations performed in cases of
numerical variables becomes the output of the generator and
input for the discriminator. [40]
Generator: They generate a numerical variable in 2 steps.
First, generate the value scalar V, then generate the cluster
vector U eventually applying tanh. To generate the desired
row LSTM with attention mechanism is used. Input for LSTM
in each step is random variable z, weighted context vector
with previous hidden and embedding vector.
Discriminator: Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with
LeakyReLU [41] and Batch- Norm [42] is used. The first
layer used concatenated vectors (V, U, D) among with
mini-batch diversity with feature vector from LSTM. The loss
function is the KL divergence term of input variables with the
sum ordinal log loss function.

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF TGAN
This section contains the details of various components of
TGAN architecture [32], [39]. Generating synthetic minority
samples requires the TGAN model to be fitted to the existing
data. The TGAN model used in this work requires the input
data to have no missing values, a column of types integer,
float variable, string or Boolean and finally each of the
columns must contain data of only one type.
TGANs: The framework for Generative Adversarial
Networks was first proposed by Ian J. Goodfellow [38]. GAN
comprises of two models: a generative model G which
generates synthetic data and a discriminative model D which
discriminates between real and synthetic data. Both models
are trained simultaneously. Statistically, G aims to maximize
the probability of D making a mistake (refer Figure 2) [38].
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Model Parameters
The default behaviour of the TGAN Model can be changed
by supplying different parameters such as batch size and the
number of epochs [32], [39]. There are 12 different
parameters for the model, of which the most important one
which determines the performance of the model are 6 – Max
epoch, steps per epoch, batch size, l2 norm, learning rate, and
optimizer. The parameters used in this work is shown in Table
1. These parameters were selected based on the work of (L.
Xu and Veeramachaneni 2018; Ashrapov 2020) [32], [39]
Table 1 - Model Parameters
Parameters

Values used

Max epoch

5

Steps per epoch

1,000

Batch size

200

Dimension in noise input for the generator

100

Noise

0.2

L2-Norm (regularization coefficient)

0.00001

Learning rate

0.001

No. of units in RNN cell

400

No. of units in fully connected layer

100

No. of layers in the discriminator

2

No. of units per layer in the discriminator

200

Optimizer

Adam Optimizer

V. PERFORMANCE METRICS
Performance metrics are used to measure the efficacy of the
model. This section explains the various performance metrics
that were used in this work to test the model. Business
interpretation of the model is also given alongside [17], [43],
[44].
Sensitivity = Fraud claims identified as fraud
Total fraud claims (actual)
This is the ratio of the fraud claims correctly identified as
fraud to the total fraud claims in the dataset. An organization
would want this number to be as close to value 1 as possible
because they would want to identify as many fraudulent cases
as possible. Also known as recall or hit rate.
Specificity = Non-fraud claims identified as non-fraud
Total non-fraud claims (actual)
This is the ratio of the non-fraud claims correctly identified
as non-fraud to the total non-fraudulent claims in the dataset.
An organization would want this number to be as close to
value 1 as possible because the lower value would indicate
that there is a higher number of non-fraud claims identified as
fraud (false positive). This is unwanted because investigating
a claim is an expensive procedure
Precision =
Fraud claims identified as fraud
Total claims identified as fraud by the model
This measure the ratio of the true fraud claims to all the
claims identified as fraud by the model. An organization
would want this number to be as close to value 1 as possible
because the lower value would indicate that there is a higher
number of non-fraud claims identified as fraud (false
positive). This is unwanted because investigating a claim is an
expensive procedure.
Negative Predictive Value
=
Non-fraud claims identified as non-fraud
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Total claims identified as non-fraud by the model
This measure the ratio of non-fraud claims correctly
identified as non-fraud to all the claims identified as
non-fraud by the model.
False Positive Rate = Non-fraud claims identified as
fraud
Total non-fraud claims (actual)
This is the ratio of the non-fraud claims identified as fraud
to total non-fraud claims. Insurers would want this value to be
as close to value 0 as possible because a higher value would
indicate that more number of non-fraud cases are identified as
fraud, which is undesirable. Also known as fall-out.
False Discovery Rate = Non-fraud claims identified as fraud
Total claims identified as fraud by the
model
This is the ratio of total non-fraud claims misclassified as
fraud by the model to total claims identified as fraud by the
model. This value should be closer to value 0 for a good fraud
detection model.
False Negative Rate = Fraud claims identified as non-fraud
Total fraud claims (actual)
This is the ratio of fraud cases identified as non-fraud out of
the total fraud cases. This indicated the percentage of the
actual fraud cases which goes unidentified by the model. A
good model would have this value as close to value 0 as
possible. However, in reality, some of the fraud cases are
intentionally left unidentified to prohibit further repercussion
in the business process. Also known as miss-rate.
Accuracy
= Total correct predictions both fraud and non-fraud
Total claims
This represents ratio the total correct prediction (both fraud
and non-fraud) made by the model to the total claims in the
dataset.
F1 Score = 2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall
This is the harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity. This
metric combines both precision and recall.
Values for a good fraud detection model is shown in the
Table 2 [17], [43], [44]
Table 2 – Expected values for a good fraud detection
model
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Performance Metrics

Expected value

Sensitivity

> 0.95

Specificity

> 0.95

Precision

> 0.95

Negative Predictive Value

> 0.95

False Positive Rate

< 0.05

False Discovery Rate

< 0.05

False Negative Rate

< 0.05

Accuracy

> 0.95

F1 Score

> 0.95
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section details the results of the work carried out. As
mentioned, in the earlier section, four techniques were used to
handle data imbalance and six classifiers were used for
classifying claims as fraud or non-fraud.
In the beginning, the data was preprocessed without
handling the data imbalance. The data was then split into train
and test (refer Table 3). The model was trained and tested on
these datasets and the results were observed for the classifier
model.
Table 3 - Unbalanced dataset
Number

Frau
d
923

Non-Frau
d
14,497

% of total

6%

94%

Total
15,42
0
100%

The table containing performance metrics of various models
are shown in Table 5. For the ease of comparison, each of the
models is labelled from M1 to M30.
Figure 4 shows the plot of various metrics for all the models
from M1 to M30. As mentioned earlier, False Positive Rate,
False Discovery Rate and False Negative Rate are expected to
have the values closer to 0 and the remaining metrics should
have the values closer to 1 for an ideal fraud detection model.
From Figure 4 and Table 5 we can observe that M1 to M6
performs very poor compared to others. The precision of all
these models is very low. XGBoost and GBM had the value
greater than 0.8, this appears good but we observe that the
sensitivity of these model are also low whereas specificity is
very high. This means that majority of the predictions made
by the model was the non-fraud case. The main reason for this
behaviour of the model can be attributed to the fact that the
model was trained on the data which had a majority of the data
as non-fraud. This resulted in the predictions of the model to
be skewed.
In the next step, the dataset was balanced using SMOTE,
MWMOTE, ADASYN and TGAN. Each of the data
imbalance techniques has a different way of generating
synthetic data. The objective is to see, synthetic data
generated from which of the four techniques would eventually
help the classifier to train better thereby performing better.
Table 4 shows the fraud and non-fraud claims after the
balancing was done.
Table 4 - Balanced dataset
Fraud
Number
SMOTE
MWMOT
E

% of total
Number
% of total
Number

ADASYN
% of total

14,49
6
50%
14,49
6
50%
14,52
8
50%
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Non-Frau
d
14,496
50%
14,496
50%
14,496
50%

Total
28,99
2
100%
28,99
2
100%
29,02
4
100%

TGAN
% of total

14,32
3
50%

14,496
50%

28,81
9
100%

The balanced data was now split into train and test and the
model was trained and tested. Now, since there were more
fraudulent claims for the model to be trained on, the
prediction is better, which is reflected in the results obtained.
However, among all these, there were few models which
perform comparatively better than others.
From the results, few models stand out compared to others
in terms of various performance metrics (refer Table 2) – M8,
M11, M14, M23, M26, M28, M29 and M30.
It can be observed that the poorest performing classifier is
SVM (M9, M15, M21 and M27) among all the remaining
classifiers. Models with poor performance were M16, M17
and M18. M16, M17 and M18 were XGBoost, LightGBM
and GBM respectively trained on MWMOTE generated
dataset. Here it is important to note that M14, which is a
random forest classifier trained on MWMOTE generated
dataset, is among the best performing model in terms of
sensitivity, accuracy and F1-Score. However, when we look
at classifiers trained on TGAN generated data, we observe an
improved performance of the model in comparison to others.
When compared to all the models M26, M28, M29 and M30
were among the best performing model. These were Random
Forest, XGBoost, LightGBM and GBM classifiers trained on
TGAN generated dataset.
Moreover, M30 is the best in terms of Specificity, Precision,
False Discovery Rate, and False Negative Rate with
comparable accuracy and F1-score. The model gave the
highest precision of 0.9988. This minimizes the risk for the
insurance company of falsely classifying a non-fraud claim as
fraudulent. Also, the lowest false positive rate indicates that
very less non-fraudulent claims were classified as fraudulent
by the model.
From the results, it is observed that on this dataset, some
models perform best in some metrics while others perform
best in others. If we have a different dataset, say health
insurance, which has a completely different property, the
conclusion may differ. Hence we cannot say one model is the
best for fraud detection. However, from an automobile
insurance companies’ perspective, M30 would be the best
model. As this model would minimize the risk for an
insurance company of falsely classifying a non-fraud claim as
fraudulent compared to other models. It is also observed that
SVMs are bad in this classification exercise, this can be
attributed to the fact that the data is not linearly separable
[45].
The appendix contains the ROC curves for models M7 to
M30.
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Table 5 - Results of the fraud detection model
Data
Imbalance
Technique

-

SMOTE

MWMOT
E

ADASYN

TGAN

Classifier

Mode
l No

AUC-ROC

Sensitivit
y

Specificit
y

Precisio
n

False
Positiv
e Rate
0.0604

False
Discover
y Rate
0.8289

False
Negativ
e Rate
0.8171

Accurac
y

F1
Score

0.1711

Negative
Predictiv
e Value
0.9440

DT

M1

0.5613

0.1829

0.9396

0.8913

0.9942

0.0870

0.9363

0.0058

0.9130

0.9919

0.9313

0.0000

1.0000

0.0000

0.9362

0.0000

0.0000

1.0000

0.9362

0.5100

0.0203

0.9997

0.8333

0.9374

0.0003

0.1667

0.9797

0.9372

M5

0.5112

0.0244

0.9981

0.4615

0.9375

0.0019

0.5385

0.9756

0.9359

M6

0.5121

0.0244

0.9997

0.8571

0.9376

0.0003

0.1429

0.9756

0.9375

DT

M7

0.9335

0.9388

0.9281

0.9297

0.9375

0.0719

0.0703

0.0612

0.9335

RF

M8

0.9616

0.9542

0.9689

0.9688

0.9543

0.0311

0.0312

0.0458

0.9615

SVM

M9

0.7668

0.9506

0.5830

0.6977

0.9211

0.4170

0.3023

0.0494

0.7679

XGBoost

M10

0.8990

0.9493

0.8487

0.8640

0.9429

0.1513

0.1360

0.0507

0.8993

LightGB
M
GBM

M11

0.9643

0.9394

0.9892

0.9887

0.9416

0.0108

0.0113

0.0606

0.9641

M12

0.9033

0.9432

0.8634

0.8748

0.9376

0.1366

0.1252

0.0568

0.9036

DT

M13

0.9642

0.9997

0.9287

0.9341

0.9997

0.0713

0.0659

0.0003

0.9644

RF

M14

0.9900

0.9989

0.9811

0.9817

0.9989

0.0189

0.0183

0.0011

0.9901

SVM

M15

0.7772

0.9268

0.6277

0.7159

0.8944

0.3723

0.2841

0.0732

0.7781

XGBoost

M16

0.7962

0.9421

0.6502

0.7316

0.9174

0.3498

0.2684

0.0579

0.7970

LightGB
M
GBM

M17

0.8751

0.9761

0.7740

0.8139

0.9697

0.2260

0.1861

0.0239

0.8757

M18

0.7969

0.9402

0.6535

0.7331

0.9152

0.3465

0.2669

0.0598

0.7977

DT

M19

0.9328

0.9418

0.9238

0.9264

0.9397

0.0762

0.0736

0.0582

0.9329

RF

M20

0.9581

0.9544

0.9619

0.9623

0.9539

0.0381

0.0377

0.0456

0.9581

SVM

M21

0.7658

0.9462

0.5854

0.6993

0.9144

0.4146

0.3007

0.0538

0.7675

XGBoost

M22

0.9021

0.9514

0.8528

0.8682

0.9451

0.1472

0.1318

0.0486

0.9026

LightGB
M
GBM

M23
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Figure 4 - Plot of performance metrics for all the models

VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have performed a comparative study of
various fraud detection model built using the most commonly
used classifiers. Detecting fraud in insurance is extremely
challenging. We have used various data imbalance handling
techniques in combination with various machine
learning-based classification model. The overall objective of
this work is to arrive at the most effective fraud detection tools
for automobile insurance. The work has been evaluated on a
globally available dataset, ―carclaims.txt‖. The results show
that the best performing model was TGAN+GBM with the

best specificity, precision and false discovery rate. Also, it is
observed that the TGAN generated data was much better for
model training compared to the rest of the class imbalance
handling techniques.
FUTURE WORK
The work can be extended to other lines of business like
health insurance, to find the best-suited combination of data
imbalance technique and classification model. Further, data
embedding can be performed after phase I of the method
proposed in this work.

APPENDIX

Figure 5 - ROC curves of DT with SMOTE, MWMOTE, ADASYN & TGAN

Figure 6 - ROC curves of RF with SMOTE, MWMOTE, ADASYN & TGAN

Figure 7 - ROC curves of SVM with SMOTE, MWMOTE, ADASYN & TGAN
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Figure 8 - ROC curves of LightGBM with SMOTE, MWMOTE, ADASYN & TGAN

Figure 9 - ROC curves of XGBoost with SMOTE, MWMOTE, ADASYN & TGAN

Figure 10 - ROC curves of GBM with SMOTE, MWMOTE, ADASYN & TGAN
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